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ABSTRACT
Oncology is a branch of medicine that specializes in the diagnosis and treatment of cancer, and is divided
into surgical oncology, radiation oncology and medical oncology. Cancer is one of the leading causes of
morbidity and mortality worldwide and there is a distinct shortage of adequately qualified oncologists in Iraq.
Oncology education should be introduced at the beginning of medical school (college) as every doctor may
face cancer patients in their training and practice after graduation. However, there is a gap in this area, as
this branch is relatively new compared to other clinical branches. Holistic cancer care and a patient-centered
approach should be the goal of modern oncology. Comprehensive under-graduate oncology education
should be a critical component in medical education. This work is aiming to present a roadmap for an ideal
oncology curriculum, which can be integrated and implemented into the Iraqi medical schools’ curricula.
KEYWORDS: Cancer, Curricula, Iraq, Oncology, Undergraduate Medical Education.

 خارطة:تعليم األورام لطالب الطب في مرحلة "ما قبل التخرج" في العراق
طريق لغرض التطوير
***** هزاحن الخياط،**** علياء ال ُوال حسيي،***ً سيف العز،**ً بسام الزهير،*ليث ال ُوال حسيي
– **كليت الطب، اوًتاريو – كٌذا، اوتاوا، كليت الطب – جاهعت اوتاوا،*هركز السرطاى بوستشفي اوتاوا
****جاهعت، البرتا – كٌذا، ادهٌتوى،***عيادة ايستوود الطبيت، ًيٌوى – العراق، الووصل،جاهعت ًيٌوى
 ًيٌوى – العراق، الووصل،*****كليت الطب – جاهعت ًيٌوى، البرتا – كٌذا، ادهٌتوى،ايواى-هاك

الخالصت
عهى األوساو هى فشع يٍ فشوع انطة وانزی یتُاول تشخیص وعالج انسشطاٌ ویُمسى إنً عهى يعاندح األوساو تاندشاحح
 یع ذ يشض انسشطاٌ أحذ األسثاب انشئیسیح انعانًیح نهًشاضح وانىفیاخ وهُان َمص واضح فی أطثاء األوساو.وتاإلشعاع وتاالدویح
 حیث سیىاخه کم، یدة أٌ یثذأ تعهیى األوساو يٍ انسُىاخ األونً يٍ انتعهى فی کهیاخ انطة.انًؤههیٍ تشکم يُاسة فی انعشاق
 حیث أٌ هزا انفشع، فهُان فدىج فی هزا انًدال، ويع رنه،طثیة عذدا يٍ يشضً انسشطاٌ فی تذسیثهى ويًاسستهى تعذ انتخشج
ً یدة أٌ یكىٌ انهذف يٍ عهى األوساو انحذیث هى انشعایح انشًىنیح نًشض.خذیذ َسثیًا يماسَح تانفشوع انسشیشیح االخشي
ً یهذف هزا انعًم إن. یُثغی أٌ یکىٌ تعهیى األوساو يكىًَا اساسیا ً فی انتعهیى انطثی.انسشطاٌ وانُهح انزی یشکز عهً انًشیض َفسه
. وانتی یًكٍ ديدها وتُفیزها فی يُاهح کهیاخ انطة انعشالیح،تمذیى خاسطح طشیك يٍ انًُاهح انًثانیح نألوساو
. انتعهیى انطثی فی انًشحهح اندايعیح، عهى األوساو، انعشاق، يُاهح،ٌ سشطا:الكلواث الوفتاحيت
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BACKGROUND

O

ncology is a branch of medicine that
specializes in the diagnosis and treatment of
cancer. Historically, it started with surgical
oncology, but evolved tremendously after the mid
th
19 century with the start of anesthesia in 1846.
This was followed by radiation oncology in the
th
early 20 century, in particular, after the birth of Xray and radioisotopes in 1895/1896, and then
th
medical oncology in the mid 20 century. Today,
cancer treatment usually necessitates multidisciplinary inputs from the three specialities. Of
those cancer patients who are cured, it is
estimated that approximately 49% are cured by
surgery, 40% by radiotherapy alone or combined
with other modalities, and 11% by chemotherapy
1
alone or combined .
Cancer is increasingly becoming one of the
leading causes of mortality worldwide as the
population ages and many educators have drawn
attention to the need for oncology education at the
under- and post-graduate levels to cover the
2,3
increasing need of this disease . Properly
educated medical students will be in a better
position after graduation to understand and
subsequently manage the cancer patients as
undergraduate education is the most important
step to create good physicians. It is important that
all medical students learn about cancer as all
doctors encounter such patients every now and
4–7
then . However, there is no universal consensus
on what should be learned at the under-graduate
oncology education (UGOE) level, or what the best
8
and most appropriate teaching methods are . In
1988, the European Organization for Research
and Treatment of Cancer (EORTC) proposed a
curriculum in oncology for medical students in
Europe. The main reasons for this were: (i) the
recognized deficiency of undergraduate cancer
education in many European medical schools; and
(ii) the need to ensure that newly qualified doctors
possess adequate skills to deal with prevention,
early diagnosis, curative management and
9
palliative care . Also, there is an increasing
emphasis on teaching and assessing values,
attitudes, and beliefs in clinical care during the
8,10
undergraduate medical education .
In fact, oncologists may struggle to serve the
needs of the growing number of cancer patients
unless more medical students can be engaged into
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these cancer specialties. The interest of medical
students in this field is not optimal in many
countries, including Iraq. The latest published Iraqi
Health Report in 2017, revealed that there is a total
11
of 128 medical and radiation oncologists . This
amounts to less than 4 cancer specialists per
million population (vs. average of 10 per million
population internationally). An additional 320
cancer specialists are needed in the short term (as
Iraqi population is estimated to be around 40
million in 2020), a need that will grow due to the
increasing population and increased cancer
detection. Similarly, there is a shortage in surgical
oncologists,
onco-nurses,
nutritionists,
12
psychotherapists, etc . Cancer is the third leading
cause of death in Iraq (after stroke and heart
diseases). The crude incidence rate has doubled
over four decades (from 40.19/100,000 in 1979 to
82.62/100,000 in 2018). There were 31,502
registered cases in 2018 (57% females), while
deaths resulting from cancer in that year were
10,293 (51% males). The top five cancers were of:
breast, lung, colorectum, blood, and urinary
bladder. The top five fatal cancers were of: lung,
breast, blood, central nervous system, and
13
colorectum . Mortality to Incidence Ratio (MIR)
from the above data is 0.33.
This work is backed by another study by the first
author, titled (Undergraduate Oncology Education:
mini-literature review with single institution
experience from Iraq), which was released in
14
2015 . One can notice that UGOE in Iraq needs
an improvement at different aspects (like amount
of knowledge and its extent, content and its depth,
teaching methods and holistic approaches, etc.)
and that work came to the conclusion that a
proposal for comprehensive improvement might be
a good step in this direction. The aim of this work is
to present a suggested curriculum of UGOE that
may be used as a model to be implemented in
medical schools (or colleges as usually named in
Iraq). The core of this work is basically extracted
from an Australian experience, besides the first
experience at the Tikrit Medical College in 2013 –
14
2014 , which was followed by the second
experience at the Ninevah Medical College in 2018
– 2019.
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MATERIALS AND METHODS
A literature search was performed on June 13,
2020,
about
the
indexed
papers
at
www.PubMed.gov using the search the terms
(Undergraduate Oncology Education) filtered by
(Review). Forty-three (43) results appeared during
the period 1993 - 2020. Ten papers were reviewed
due to their immediate relevance of this search, in
addition to a core reference of this work, Ideal
15
Oncology Curriculum for medical schools , and
other related references. The work is a descriptive
mini-review of the subject.

RESULTS
The authors suggest arranging the roadmap
st
improvement’s steps in two phases; the 1 phase
for the first year as a pilot, in about 10 – 14
nd
theoretical hours, and to be followed by the 2
phase for the following years that will be expanded
to 21 – 30 theoretical hours. Table 1 shows a
summary of the objectives for the latter phase.
From the formerly mentioned study in 2015, two
surveys were arranged (pre-course and postcourse) in order to explore the benefit of the pilot
education course that was launched in Tikrit
Medical College. Participants were 40 in total.
Male:Female ratio was 1.4:1. Comparison of the
two surveys (Table 2), 17% of the students plan to
choose oncology as a future career and 54%
indicated that the current oncology hours are not
sufficient (that is ranged 6 – 9 hours/annum). After
the course, 51% mentioned that oncology hours
should be ranged (8 – 25 hours/annum) and 84%
of them stated that setting oncology standards is
useful. Topics that should be included as core
competencies in the UGOE syllabus are in
sequence: diagnosis and treatment of cancer,
basics of oncology and public health, general
knowledge of common malignancies and finally the
complications, prognosis, and communication in
oncology (Figure 1).
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Table 1: Areas, objectives, and topics that need to
15
be covered in the suggested oncology curriculum
Area
Objective
Topic
Public Health
1.1
Population,
epidemiology and
risk factors
1.2
Prevention,
screening, and
family risk
Cancer biology
2.1
Anatomy
2.2
Physiology
2.3
Pathology
2.4
Biology
Patient
3.1
Patient
management
management
3.2
Quality of life and
therapeutic ratio
3.3
Information
management
Diagnosis
4.1
Clinical
examination
4.2
The diagnostic
process
Treatment
5.1
General principles
of treatment
5.2
Principles of
surgery
5.3
Principles of
radiotherapy
5.4
Principles of
systemic therapy
5.5
Principles of
palliative care
5.6
Follow-up and
relapse
Communication
6.1
Psychosocial and
skills
cultural aspects
6.2
Communication
and counselling
6.3
Education of
patients
6.4
Family and
community
support
Ethics
7
Ethics and
professionalism
Clinical
8
Five essential
experience
cancer’s clinical
experiences
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Table 2: Results of pre-course and post-course surveys .
Survey items

Pre-Course responses

Number of Students
Sex (Male/Female)
Oncology as a career? (Yes/No)
Current
hours
of
oncology
education
Ideality of current hours of oncology
education? (Yes/No)
Expected ideal hours of oncology
education per annum?

41
26/15 (1.7/1)
7/34 (17%/83%)
Range 6-9 hours

Is there is a set of oncology
objectives? (Yes/No)
Is there is an oncology curriculum
at your medical school? (Yes/No)
Is there is a recommended
oncology textbook or reference?
(Yes/No)
Would a standard set of oncology
objectives,
curriculum,
and
reference resource be useful?
(Yes/No)
Would you attend a voluntary
summer
oncology
course?
(Yes/No)

Post-Course
responses
37
20/17 (1.2/1)
5/32 (14%/86%)
---

Comparison

Yes= 19 (46%)
No= 22 (54%)
Range 12-70 hours
Mean + SD (32.5 +
12.9)
28/12 [1 empty]

Yes= 18 (49%)
No= 19 (51%)
Range 8-25 hours
Mean + SD (17.9 + 9.3)

P value = 0.791*
P value= 0.785*
P
value
=
0.001**

---

---

22/18 [1 empty]

---

---

18/23

---

---

Yes= 29 (72.5%)
No= 11 (27.5%)

Yes= 31 (88.6%)
No= 4 (11.4%)

P value = 0.087*
P value= 0.079*

14/27

18/19

---

Average: 39
M/F: 1.4/1
-----

* Independent two samples t-test (for the difference between two means)
** Independent two samples z-test (for the difference between two proportions)

Figure 1: Topics that should be included as core competencies in oncology to medical students
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1 Phase: This phase will include the following
topics: Cancer and oncology: Introductions; Cancer
awareness, prevention and early detection;
Patients’ rights, ethics and communication skills in
oncology; Cancer patients’ care: global and local
perspectives;
Surgical
oncology;
Radiation
oncology; Adult medical oncology; Pediatric
medical oncology; Palliative and supportive
oncology;
Integrated
oncology
and
the
comprehensive holistic cancer care concepts.
2nd Phase: This phase will be a comprehensive
curriculum that aims to identify core skills and
competencies in oncology that graduating medical
students should possess. In whatever way it may
be integrated, the material will assist in providing
for the introduction of patient-centered skills
simultaneously with a range of technical skills in an
iterative process, rather than the more traditional
educational model. At graduation, the student will
10,15
be competent in the following areas
:

PUBLIC HEALTH
Population, epidemiology and risk factors: a)
Appreciate the significance of cancer as a health
problem; b) Describe the epidemiological concepts
of morbidity, mortality, relative risk and survival in
relation to common cancers; c) Discuss the role of
statistical information, including surveillance; d)
Discuss the purpose of cancer registries; e)
Describe risk factors; f) List the most frequently
diagnosed malignancies nationally and globally; g)
Describe the differential rates of cancers and their
outcomes.
Prevention, screening and family risk: a)
Describe methods for primary and secondary
prevention; b) Demonstrate an understanding of
the scientific evidence for the utility of screening; c)
Discuss environmental control, behavioural and
chemical approaches to the prevention of cancer;
d) Demonstrate an understanding of the
psychosocial impact of screening and staging
investigations on the patient; e) Demonstrate ability
to take family history.

CANCER BIOLOGY
Anatomy: Demonstrate an understanding of the
anatomical basis of cancer assessment such as:
vascular supply, lymphatic drainage, and
anatomical relationships of relevance.
94
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Physiology: Describe the principles of drug
metabolism and handling of carcinogens.
Pathology: a) Describe the concept of
carcinogenesis; b) For the common cancers,
demonstrate an understanding of microscopic and
macroscopic findings; c) Describe patterns of
spread of common cancers; d) Demonstrate an
understanding of the role and purpose of molecular
pathology.
Biology: a) Demonstrate an understanding of the
molecular genetics of cancer; b) Demonstrate an
understanding of the molecular correlates of the
pathological progression of cancer; c) Describe
hormonal influences and tumour markers; d)
Identify important familial cancer syndromes.

PATIENT MANAGEMENT
Patient management: a) Demonstrate awareness
of clinical practice guidelines, evidence-based
medicine and multidisciplinary management team;
b) Identify effective means of communication; c)
Demonstrate an understanding of managing
psychological distress in the patient and the
relatives; d) Recognise the importance of
coordinated care; e) Demonstrate an ability to seek
help at an appropriate level of urgency; f)
Demonstrate an attitude of accepting responsibility
for ensuring continuity of care; g) Describe the
integration of treatment modalities; h) Survey
treatment options available to the patient; j)
Demonstrate an understanding of the range of
medical and non-medical health professionals
involved in cancer care.
Quality of life and therapeutic ratio: a)
Understand how quality of life is assessed; b)
Appreciate the balance of risks and benefits of
treatment versus observing the cancer; c)
Demonstrate an understanding of the concepts of
cost
effectiveness;
d)
Demonstrate
an
understanding of the concept of therapeutic ratio;
e) Assess the effects of clinical decisions about
treatment on patients, their families, and the health
care system; f) Demonstrate an awareness of
supportive care networks.
Information management: a) Demonstrate an
understanding to critically appraise evidences; b)
Appraise information from patients and other
subjective sources critically; c) Adapt and apply
information to the management of individual cases;
d) Demonstrate an understanding of clinical trials
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and their importance; e) Appraise studies of
treatment, prevention, diagnosis, prognosis,
causation and harm, systematic reviews, clinical
practice guidelines and cost-effectiveness studies;
f) Demonstrate an understanding of the limits of
evidences;
g)
Discuss
unproven
or
alternative/complementary therapies in a way that
encourages patients to appraise their claimed
benefits and their costs in a critical manner.

DIAGNOSIS
Clinical examination: a) Discuss clinical
manifestations of cancer; b) Demonstrate effective
clinical examination relevant to common cancers;
c) Describe the results of clinical examination.
The diagnostic process: a) Demonstrate an
understanding of the wide range of potential
presentations of cancer, and be open to unusual
presentations; b) Take history and conduct a
physical examination, tailoring the latter to natural
history and patterns of spread; c) Assess
performance status; d) Discuss the differential
diagnosis; e) Describe how to establish a diagnosis
of cancer and outcome overview; f) Demonstrate
an understanding of the histopathological
classification and staging of cancers and the
implications of staging for prognosis and treatment;
g) Recognise common complications of malignant
disease; h) Critically evaluate cost effectiveness of
investigations.

TREATMENT
General principles of treatment: a) Demonstrate
recognition of the importance of the patient in the
decision-making process; b) Describe the
principles of treatment with intent to cure and
palliate; c) Demonstrate the principles of patientfocused care; d) Demonstrate awareness of
outcome
measures;
e)
Demonstrate
an
understanding of the management of potential
complications of cancer treatments and common
oncological emergencies.
Principles of surgery: a) Describe the aims of
surgical treatment of cancers and its general
principles and indications; b) Demonstrate an
understanding of the range of surgical options and
the ways these are affected by the integration into
multi-modality care; c) Evaluate the outcomes of
surgery; d) Discuss interactions with other
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modalities of therapy, both pre- and postoperatively.
Principles of radiotherapy: a) Describe the
principles of radiobiology and radiotherapy; b)
Describe radiation treatment equipment and
approaches; c) Recognise the clinical indications
for radiotherapy; d) Evaluate the outcomes of
radiotherapy;
e)
Recognise
the
common
complications of radiotherapy and understand their
management; f) Discuss the integration of
radiotherapy with other modalities; g) Demonstrate
an understanding of the access problems
associated with radiotherapy and how this may
affect patient choice.
Principles of systemic therapy: a) Outline the
principles of systemic therapy; b) Recognise
clinical indications for use of systemic therapy; c)
Evaluate the outcomes of systemic therapy; d)
Demonstrate ability to assess response to
systemic therapy; e) Recognise the common
toxicities and complications of systemic therapy
and understand their management; f) Discuss the
integration of systemic therapy with other
modalities.
Principles of palliative care: a) Demonstrate an
understanding of the importance of the patient in
decision making processes; b) Explain the role and
structure of palliative and supportive care in the
multidisciplinary management of advanced cancer;
c) Demonstrate the assessment of pain and other
symptoms; d) Discuss principles of both
pharmacological and non-pharmacological relief
measures; e) Demonstrate an understanding of
"end of life" issues; f) Demonstrate adequate
communication skills.
Follow-up and relapse: a) Demonstrate an
understanding of the aims and limitations of followup; b) Describe patterns and manifestations of
recurrences
and
their
management;
c)
Demonstrate an understanding of the psychosocial
impact of expected and unexpected recurrences.

COMMUNICATION SKILLS
Psychosocial and cultural aspects: a) Discuss
cultural and psychosocial factors influencing
presentation for screening, diagnosis, and
treatment on the patient and family; b) Discuss the
economic impact of cancer on the patient and
family; c) Demonstrate an understanding of the
impact of cancer on sexuality and fertility; d) Be
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aware of significant cultural, spiritual and religious
differences that frame the challenge of breaking
bad news; e) Demonstrate understanding of
resources offering appropriate patient support
information.
Communication and counselling: a) Illustrate an
ability to communicate the bad news; b) Be aware
that the impact of receiving bad news interferes
with patients’ ability to comprehend fully the
important information; c) Provide supportive
counselling for the patient and care givers; d)
Facilitate informed consent.
Education of patients: a) Demonstrate an
understanding of the principles and benefits of
educating patients to be actively involved in their
care; b) Demonstrate an understanding of
resources available to patients and the public and
its limitations; c) Discuss the doctor's role in patient
education about self-examination and worrying
signs; d) Promote preventive medicine; e) Develop
a partnership approach.
Family and community support: a) Discuss the
role of psychosocial, physical, financial and
information supports for patients and their families;
b) Demonstrate an understanding of the means by
which doctors can facilitate the provision of these
services; d) Identify the impact on the family of a
shift to home care.

ETHICS
Ethics and professionalism: a) Demonstrate an
understanding of the effects on health
professionals of caring for patients with cancer and
of the ways in which the stresses of this work can
be managed appropriately; b) Discuss the
bioethics of issues such as access, equity and
resource allocation, as well as medical care at the
end of life; c) Discuss principles, elements and role
of informed consent in patient decision making.

CLINICAL EXPERIENCE
Five cancers: a) Talking with and examining
people affected by all stages of cancer; b) Talking
with and examining people affected by common
cancers in Iraq “breast, lung, colorectum, leukemia
and urinary bladder”; c) Observing all components
of multidisciplinary care; d) Seeing shared
decision-making between people with cancer and
their doctors; e) Talking with and examining dying
people.
96
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DISCUSSION
This work is aiming to present a suitable plan to
integrate a holistic oncology curriculum to the
undergraduate medical education in Iraq. The core
of this report is mostly based on the Australian
“Ideal Oncology Curriculum” in 2007, the
experience at Tikrit Medical College in 2013 –
14,15
2014
, and the Ninevah Medical College in 2018
– 2019 in Iraq, with some modifications that can
make the UGOE curricula as practical as possible
in a two phased implementation process. The goal
is that adequate oncology education must be an
integral component of medical school curricula if
students are to achieve learning outcomes that
16
meet the needs of the future population . We think
that this report is the first one of its kind in the Iraqi
medical literature.
During the last decades, academic bodies in
many countries questioned medical students to
assess teaching about cancer in their own medical
schools.
Most
results
demonstrated
that
appropriate integration of oncology is limited in
17
many medical schools . The target of UGOE
should not only be the provision of updated
medical knowledge, but also the development of a
18
proper attitude towards all cancer-related issues .
There is a pressing need to intervene, in multiple
ways, to improve oncology teaching in the various
medical schools worldwide. This is especially
important for developing countries, where the
19
burden of cancer is increasing . Our preliminary
local findings point to a trend that the current
14
UGOE in Iraq warrants further development . This
report is aiming to help Iraqi universities to
establish their own UGOE curricula and highlights
a roadmap for improvement in this field.
15
The Australian “Ideal Oncology Curriculum”
was published in 2007 by a multidisciplinary group
of cancer clinicians and educators. It provided a
comprehensive checklist for course design that
allows adaptation to local conditions, as well as a
checklist against which outcomes can be
20
monitored . This was followed by the development
of the web book “Clinical Oncology for Medical
Students”, which aimed to provide oncology
overview to medical students at their level rather
21
than at a trainee level .
As a critical component of cancer treatment
triangle, Dennis and Duncan emphasized that
teaching radiation oncology should begin early in
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the undergraduate process, be mandatory for all
students, and should impart knowledge relevant to
future general practitioners rather than detailed
information relevant only to oncologists. Educators
should make use of the available model curricula
and should integrate radiation oncology teaching
into their existing curricula or construct stand-alone
oncology rotations where the principles of radiation
oncology can be conveyed. Assessments of
student knowledge and curriculum effectiveness
22
are critical .
Despite the positive evolution in recent years,
the heterogeneity in oncology contents during
undergraduate education training continues to be
remarkable even in some developed countries like
the UK and Spain. A survey of newly graduated
doctors in the UK found that only 61% of first year
graduates had received oncology teaching at
medical school, 31% recalled seeing fewer than 10
patients with cancer, 15% felt they had adequate
knowledge about chemotherapy and radiotherapy,
and only one in ten doctors felt prepared to
23
manage oncological emergencies ; Lara et al and
Segui et al concluded in 2013 and 2019 that
undergraduate medical students deserve a more
coherent and modern approach to education with a
strong emphasis on clinical practice and that an
updated theoretical content incorporated in the
clinical practice are among the recommendations
24,25
for improvement in Spain
. Based on these two
examples, we assume that improvement of UGOE
is a required need across the borders and that the
attention for it is not limited to the developing
countries only.
Finally, novel approaches to implement oncology
curricula have arisen in the literature. The
application of such approaches relies upon
individual medical schools and its educators to
consider what is relevant to its certain
circumstances. Overall, the trend of new
approaches in teaching evidence-based oncology
that focuses on a holistic, patient-centered
approach with multidisciplinary involvement, which
26
include clinical exposure with bedside teaching .
Obviously, integrated teamwork members of
educators from the oncology side (surgical,
radiation, medical, hematological, pediatric,
gynecological, etc.) and the basic sciences side (in
public health, imaging, pathology, etc.) is very
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critical for the successful implementation of the
suggested curriculum of UGOE.

CONCLUSIONS
Cancer is the third cause of death in Iraq, yet
probably many of the medical schools still have not
yet fully modernised their approaches to curricula
and rotations to better reflect the reality of the
current cancer status. Comprehensive UGOE is an
important component of modern medical education
and filling the gap in the content and depth of the
currently available approaches is not limited to one
nation. This work is aiming to present a plan for
optimal integration of a holistic UGOE curriculum in
the Iraqi medical schools.
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